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About This Game
Call to Arms offers an innovative mix of real-time strategy and 3rd, as well as 1st person controls. Set in the time of modern
warfare, the game offers realistically modele 5d3b920ae0

Title: Call to Arms
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Digitalmindsoft
Publisher:
Digitalmindsoft
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: 64bit - Windows 7, 8, 10
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Buys deluxe edition in 2015 at full price > Expecting russians to be released within two years > In 2018 game becomes free to
play for everyone > Fast-forward 4 years later to today, May 1st, 2019. > Still no russians released to the public > Downgraded
the version of my game to basic edition > Can't even play the russians when they are in testing because you need deluxe edition
> Absolute waste of my money and 4 years of time.. The developers have taken way to long to release the game and have not
even delivered what was promised. I bought the deluxe edition at least 2 years ago or longer and it was promised to include
Russia and Germany as playable factions when released. Well here we are, years later, and still can not play these factions. It is
extremely disappointing and frustrating.. This is a fun game. You can be a commander and to get even more intense you can
take command a soldier, Tank and even a helicopter and fight on the ground along side your troops or in the air. You can even
give orders to your squad while you are the soldier.. The game is just like MoW:AS2 in modern days, its a little hard to navigate,
cant figure out how to change ammo types in directs control in tanks, little laggy but that could just be me. I would like more
vehicles in campaign and the allies need more vehicles in general, but the game is awesome, i love how the abrams TUSK works
like in real life, me and my buddies love it.. Call to Arms is one of those games that completely takes you by surprise. I'm a huge
fan of the Men of War games and not going to lie I went into this game with low to mid expectations. Well after 12 hours into
this game and I am completely blown away with the game play and graphics that I am so glad that I bought this game. There are
a few mechanics that I like a lot but the one that I am most fond of is you can select one of your units and take control of it, you
can go first or third person and have complete control of that character which also carries over to all vehicles which I cant lie is
a lot of fun. So take it from me this game is well worth the buy and the time. Its a lot of fun by yourself and with your friends..
First of all, this gameplay mechanic for direct control mode is very refreshing and game changing especially on aircraft units, I
didnt expect this much from the developer so this is really outstanding and impressive. Secondly, I do hope that the developer
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would be able to add crouch mode on direct control and the old simple ctrl + mouse, that direct shooting or throwing mode
without moving from the old game because somewhat it is really helpful in my gameplay and also the Sniper. You see, I love
how the game tinker everything well especially the aimed shot on 1st person mode BUT I think we need that old intsa accurate 1
hit kill from the sniper when they engaging the enemies around 20m radius just like MOWAS2 because I find its really
annoying and making the sniper too vulnurable when they have to wait and aim for aimed shot while the enemy around 10m.
Moreover, I realize that at the GRM unit selection on multiplayer, the arabic words inside the unit box which I hope this game
really doesnt pull out religious topic because I know its an actual thing from that word inside it and hopethat the game keep it
cool for example like Generals by EA who did add rebels faction and so middle east stuff but they didnt really mix up the
religious thing in, this is more like a reminder because everyone just want to have fun and keep it cool without involving
religious topic or bad stereotype message and all that you know,,, and finally. I will be looking forward for the German and
Russian factions after its release from beta especially the campaign because so far the USA campaign is really amazing and I
just love it.. Paid full price back for this in the day; they made the game f2p and paywalled the updates. Was hoping this would
improve in the future, but instead of it getting any better, it hasn't improved. That's a thumbs down from me.
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